Evidence for a monomeric intermediate in the reversible unfolding of F factor TraM.
F factor TraM is essential for efficient bacterial conjugation, but its molecular function is not clear. Because the physical properties of TraM may provide clues to its role in conjugation, we have characterized the TraM oligomerization equilibrium. We show that the reversible unfolding transition is non-two-state, indicating the presence of at least one intermediate. Analytical ultracentrifugation experiments indicate that the first phase of unfolding involves dissociation of the tetramer into folded monomers, which are subsequently unfolded to the denatured state in the second phase. Furthermore, we show that a C-terminal domain isolated by limited proteolysis is tetrameric in solution, like the full-length protein, and that its loss of structure correlates with dissociation of the TraM tetramer. Unfolding of the individual domains indicates that the N- and C-terminal regions act cooperatively to stabilize the full-length protein. Together, these experiments suggest structural overlap of regions important for oligomerization and DNA binding. We propose that modulating the oligomerization equilibrium of TraM may regulate its essential activity in bacterial conjugation.